SYNEPSIS DOCXPORT™ 4.0

Documentum™ users have often expressed the need to extract content from a repository,
while preserving directory structure, versions, object names and attribute information. This is
required when a user or group of users and their related content are migrated out of a
repository or to another system. This is also useful for offline backups. Synepsis DocXport™,
the objects extraction utility for EMC Documentum™, is Synepsis’ solution for object selection
and extraction. By providing a simple, easy to use and intuitive interface, Synepsis DocXport™
allows an administrator to quickly select cabinets, folders or documents and extract them to a
file system. The result is a tree structure identical to the one in the source repository as well
as an XML file with all the documents’ attributes. Optionally, an HTML interface can be
generated to navigate the exported documents and attributes.
PRODUCTS CAPABILITIES


Pick and choose individual documents, folders or cabinets using the graphical user
interface.



Select the entire version tree or just specific versions of documents.



DQL based selection allows document selection by DQL qualification. Interface is instantly
updated with selection.



Visual attribute selector lets you choose which attributes to export for each selected
object type.



Recreate an exact replica of the object tree in Documentum™ on your hard drive.



Save object selection for later or repeated export.



Reload previously executed exports.



Reload a previous object selection and include documents added since the selection was
saved in previously selected folders.



Multi-language support.



HTML folder map: Generate an HTML folder map of any folder in your hierarchy to create
a visual inventory of all the files and folder structure before launching an export.



Rendition support option allows users to choose to extract the main rendition or all
renditions of a document.



HTML Navigator: Generate HTML navigation interface for user friendly browsing of
exported attributes and documents.



Virtual Document Support: Virtual document export is now supported by DocXport.
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NEW IN VERSION 4.0
Email notification: Be notified by email when an export has finished running or has encountered an
error. Configure your mobile email and you can monitor your export on the go!
Resume mode: Network failure or disk full causes your export to fail? No problem. No need to reexport the entire content. With the new resume functionality, DocXport can quickly restart a failed
export without having to re-export already exported content.
Filestore links: Need to export for re-importing? Docxport allows you to create links to the actual file
stored in Documentum. This avoids creating an intermediate copy of the file and provides ultra fast
export/imports.

Support for content less objects: Export the attributes of content less objects and include
them in the XML attributes file.
Export ACL information: Export permission information related to exported documents in XML
format.
GENERAL FEATURES


Configurable error reporting levels.



Robust error handling and correction.



Advanced collision detection and resolution.



Supports Documentum™Server v.4 and up.



Platform independent Java technology.

USE CASES


Extract content for backup purposes while keeping the folder hierarchy.



Copy content from Documentum™ for e-Discovery



Prepare document and attributes migration to new systems.



Backup documents before docbase retirement.



Make documents available for offline viewing.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
OPERATING SYSTEMS
•

Windows 7/10

DOCUMENTUM™
•

DFC 4i or greater

•

Server 4.2.x and up.
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MINIMUM HARDWARE
•
•

1024 MB RAM (RECOMMENDED: 8 GIG RAM)
15 MB hard drive space for the application.

ABOUT SYNEPSIS
Synepsis Consulting is a technology company dedicated to electronic content management
systems and services to enterprises. Our team of ECM and Documentum™ specialists has
provided services to numerous Fortune 500 companies in Canada and internationally.
Synepsis Consulting offers a consultative approach to each project and flexible solutions to
accommodate your detailed requirements.
Canada
2328 Fulton
Mount-Royal, Quebec, H3R 2L4
Tel: + 1-416-848-7474
sales-canada@synepsis.com
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